We develop a time-scale synthesis-based probabilistic approach for the modeling of locally stationary signals. Inspired by our previous work, the model involves zero-mean, complex Gaussian wavelet coefficients, whose distribution varies as a function of time by time dependent translations on the scale axis. In a maximum a posteriori approach, we propose an estimator for the model parameters, namely the timevarying scale translation and an underlying power spectrum. The proposed approach is illustrated on a denoising example. It is also shown that the model can handle locally stationary signals with fast frequency variations, and provide in this case very sharp time-scale representations more concentrated than synchrosqueezed or reassigned wavelet transform.
INTRODUCTION
Classical time-frequency analysis is generally used for building signal representations from which relevant information can be extracted (see e.g. [1, 2, 3] for reviews). Under suitable assumptions, linear transforms such as the STFT, wavelet transform or generalizations are invertible, which also leads to so-called synthesis approaches [4] . The latter express signals as linear combinations of time-frequency atoms, and the corresponding time-frequency coefficients provide another type of time-frequency representation, which is less constrained by consistency requirements and uncertainty principles.
Statistical approaches to time-frequency analysis often rely on ad hoc statistical models for time-frequency transforms. Information extraction is then formulated as a statistical estimation problem. Examples include non-negative matrix factorization methods (see [5] ), detection of timefrequency components [6, 7] , and several other tasks. In most situations, modeling appears as a post-processing stage after computation of a time-frequency transform. However, statistical models are generally not compatible with consistency conditions satisfied by time-frequency transforms.
Recently, Turner and Sahani [8] introduced a new Bayesian paradigm, under the name of probabilistic time-frequency representations. The idea is to express signals as the result of a synthesis from a random time-frequency representation, for which a prior distribution is chosen. This is applied to various contexts, such as the synthesis of stationary signals, and several non-stationary situations, including NMF-based component estimation, non-stationary noise. A similar point of view has already been taken by various authors in the past, see for example [9] and references therein. We rely here on the Turner-Sahani model, which we revisit in a slightly different way, assuming a generative model of the form
where {ψ s , s} is a filter bank, labeled by a frequency (or scale) index s, the W s (t) are random subband (time-frequency or time-scale) coefficients, and ǫ(t) is a noise. Our focus is here on non-stationary signals, more precisely locally stationary signals for which time-dependent spectral characteristics can be defined. Following our earlier JEFAS approach [10, 11, 12] , we investigate a class of nonstationarity generated by time-dependent shifts in the timescale domain. JEFAS is analysis based, i.e. post-processing of time-scale representation. We introduce JEFAS-S, a Bayesian synthesis approach that provides adaptive time-scale signal representation, together with corresponding parameter estimation. While JEFAS based estimation was based on approximations of the time-scale transform, an exact estimation is possible here, and we provide a corresponding EM algorithm. In addition, in some situations, the model is flexible enough to provide extremely concentrated time-scale representations that can be sharper than reassigned transforms [13] .
THE SYNTHESIS MODEL
In this paper, we limit to time-scale representation, i.e. wavelet synthesis. We denote by ψ the analysis wavelet, and by ψ s scaled wavelets defined by ψ s (t) = q −s/2 ψ (q −s t), for some constant q > 1. s ∈ {s 1 , ... s M } is a finite set of scales.
The discrete model
We consider the finite periodic case: assume we have N time values τ = (τ 1 · · · τ N ) T and the corresponding sampled signal y = (y(τ 1 ) · · · y(τ N )) T with sampling frequency F s . We then focus on a corresponding discretized wavelet transform. For n ∈ {1, ... N }, m ∈ {1, ... M }, denote by ψ nm ∈ C N the vector (ψ sm (τ 1−n ) · · · ψ sm (τ N −n )) T , and by Ψ n ∈ C N ×M the matrix obtained by concatenation of vectors ψ nm , m ∈ {1, ... M }. The observation equation (1) then reads
where the w n ∈ C M , n = 1, . . . N are vectors of synthesis coefficients. This model can also be written in matrix form as y = Re(DW + ǫ), where the dictionary matrix D is the concatenation of matrices Ψ n , and W = vec(w 1 , . . . w N ).
In this paper, ǫ will be modeled as a Gaussian white noise, with variance σ 2 , as in [8] . Non-stationarity will be introduced via a suitable prior on W, that intends to describe locally time-warped situations as introduced in [14] .
A class of non-stationary priors: time warping
When all subband signals W s in (1) are stationary, the resulting signal y is stationary. We are interested here in a specific situation where non-stationarity induces a time-dependent shift on the scale axis, as studied in [14, 12, 10] . It was shown there that such a model can account for signals obtained by time warping stationary signals, namely signals of the form
where x is a wide sense stationary random signal, and γ is a smooth, strictly increasing function.
To build the prior distribution on discrete subband coefficients, we make the following assumptions
• The vectors w n are decorrelated, zero-mean, circular complex Gaussian vectors: w n ∼ CN c (0, C n ) • The corresponding covariance matrices C n are translates of a fixed function f as shown in [10] , namely
where f : R * + 2 → C is Hermitian and positivesemidefinite, and θ n ∈ R is the shift parameter.
In [10] , it was shown that the wavelet coefficients of a stationary random signal modified by time warping transform can be approximated by random vectors satisfying the above assumptions. There, the parameter θ n represents a local dilation factor at time τ n (derivative γ ′ (τ n ) of the time warping function at τ n ), and f involves the power spectrum S of the underlying signal and the Fourier transform of the wavelet:
ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

Bayesian inference
The estimation of the subband coefficient matrix W relies on the evaluation of the corresponding posterior distribution. The latter depends on the following parameters, which are supposed to be known at this point: the dilation factors θ n , and the covariance function f . Let Γ 0 ∈ C MN ×MN be the block diagonal matrix with blocks C 1 , . . . C N . The posterior distribution of the subband coefficient is a complex Gaussian law p(W|y) ∼ CN (µ, Γ, R), with mean and covariance
Therefore the posterior expectationw n of w n reads
where the matrix C y can be expressed as
Remark 1. It is worth mentioning that unlike the prior distribution, the posterior distribution of subband coefficients involves time correlations. Indeed, given any n, n ′ = 1 . . . N ,
which generally does not vanish when n ′ = n.
Parameter selection and reconstruction
We now discuss the choice of the two model parameters, i.e. the scaling factors θ n and the covariance function f . We first notice that the expression in equation (5) provides a natural choice for the covariance function f . The latter involves the wavelet, which is known, and the power spectrum S of the underlying stationary process, which is unknown. In this setting, we then have to provide the vector θ = (θ 1 , . . . θ N ) of scaling factors and the power spectrum. The JEFAS algorithm introduced in [10] provides a valuable, analysis-based approach for estimating θ and S . We now describe an alternative algorithm, based on the EM (Expectation Maximization) principle [15] , especially tailored for the synthesis approach developed in this paper. Here, y is the observation, θ the parameter, and W the latent variable. the vector of dilation factors at iteration k − 1 of the algorithm. LetW (k−1) be the matrix of subband coefficients at iteration k − 1. Then the update at iteration k relies on the following two steps:
1. For n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the estimate (7) at time τ n reads
2. The scaling factorθ is re-estimated by solving
Q kn (θ) = log|det(C(θ))|+w
After running the corresponding algorithm (described in more details below), an estimate for the time-scale coefficientsw is available, and a corresponding estimateỹ 0 for the signal y 0 can be obtained as
Notice that the reconstruction expression (11) combined with (7) can be interpreted as a Wiener filtering. The bias and variance of the estimator can be evaluated. Proposition 2. With the above notation, the bias of the estimatorỹ 0 is given by
and the corresponding error variance reads
Algorithm: JEFAS-Synthesis
The steps of the estimation algorithm are given in Algorithm 1. The latter takes as input the signal y, the noise variance σ 2 , a precision parameter Λ for the stopping criterion and a bandwidth parameter N ′ (see below). Initialization. The algorithm requires initial estimates θ (0) for the parameters, and the function f in (4). In JEFAS-S, we use the expression (5), for which an initial estimate of S has to be provided. When successful, JEFAS [10] provides such an estimate. Otherwise, a rough estimate can be obtained from the Welch periodogram of the input signal y.
Stopping criterion. EM guarantees the monotonicity of the Likelihood function L(θ). The increment of the latter is used as a stopping criterion: EM will stop when the condition
is true. Here Λ > 0 is a parameter fixed by the user. Optimization. The optimization problem (10) is solved using a standard quasi-Newton scheme.
Spectrum estimate update. The spectrum update from the current estimate of W is performed in two steps: first correct for the translation by θ n , to obtain an approximately stationary subband transform, then average over time to obtain a wavelet based spectral estimate as in [10] .
Remark 2. Other choices can be made for the function f , which can lead to different estimates for subband coefficients, while preserving reconstruction (see section 4.2).
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Illustration on denoising of a synthetic signal
We first evaluate the performances of JEFAS-S on a denoising problem. A synthetic non-stationary signal y is built as follows: start from a stationary signal x, with power spectrum S equal to the sum of two non-overlapping Hann windows, and apply the time warping deformation D γ to x, with γ ′ an exponentially damped sine wave. Here, x is one second long, sampled at F s = 8192 Hz.
We denote by SNR y and SNRỹ 0 the input and output signal-to-noise ratios. Numerical results show that SNRỹ 0 is larger than SNR y as long as SNR y is in the range [2 dB, 25 dB], with maximal improvement of 8 dB. The 25 dB upper limit for SNRỹ 0 is presumably due the distortion intrinsically introduced by the reconstruction formula (11): bias and variability in the time warping estimation.
In the specific case where the input SNR is 16 dB, and after initializing with the output of JEFAS, JEFAS-S converges in 3 iterations (CPU time: 347 seconds on a computer running an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 processor). JEFAS-S does not significantly improve the quality of the estimated time warping function. Indeed, the mean square error on the time warping function estimation decreases by about 0.5% from JEFAS to JEFAS-S. We display the estimated adapted time-scale repre-sentationW in Fig. 1 (left) . As expected, it is very similar to the wavelet transform (right), though a bit sharper. Indeed, the choice of the expression (5) for the covariance function f yields a wavelet-like representation. The main visible difference concerns the temporal oscillations ofW, due to the prior assumption of temporal decorrelation between w n .
Locally harmonic signal with fast varying frequency
We now consider a locally harmonic signal, of the form
where the instantaneous frequency φ ′ is a fast varying function chosen as the measurement of the heart rate of a person suffering from atrial fibrillation (real data). The synthetic instantaneous amplitude A is a slowly varying function, the signal is termed "semi-real". Apart from the amplitude modulation, this signal follows the model (3): the time warping function derivative is the instantaneous frequency, and the underlying stationary signal x is sinusoidal. The signal duration is 83.1 seconds, sampled at F s = 10 Hz (N = 832 samples). Because of the fast instantaneous frequency variations, the wavelet transform of y (not shown here) contains interference patterns, the model in [10] is not adequate and JEFAS does not converge. We initialized JEFAS-S to θ = 0, and a constant function for S . Given these initial values (far from actual values), JEFAS-S converges slowly (72 iterations). Results are displayed in Fig. 2 , where the estimated instantaneous frequency is superimposed on the ground-truth. This shows that JEFAS-S is indeed able to estimate fast varying frequency modulations.
In addition, one can take advantage of this result to obtain a sharper time-scale representation. To that end, we choose a sharply concentrated prior covariance function f ♯ , of the form f ♯ (s, s ′ ) = exp{−(s − ς) 2 /σ 2 s }δ ss ′ , where ν 1 denotes the central frequency of the sine wave, ς = log q (ξ 0 /ν 1 ), and σ s is a tuning parameter for the scale concentration. We display in the top of Fig. 3 the covariance matrices C(0) corresponding to the expression (5) (left) and f ♯ (right), which is indeed Fig. 3 . The new prior is clearly adapted to locally harmonic signals, i.e. signals with a sparse underlying spectrum. Thus, in such situations, JEFAS-S enables the construction of sharp time-scale representations, competing with standards techniques such as synchrosqueezing. Furthermore, we stress that the quality of the reconstruction is not degraded.
CONCLUSION
We have described an alternative to the JEFAS model of [10] for locally deformed signals. Unlike JEFAS, which is an analysis based approach (i.e. post-processing of wavelet transform), JEFAS-S is synthesis-based and therefore less constrained by uncertainty principles. We illustrated the JEFAS-S on a denoising example. Our numerical results also show that JEFAS-S is able to handle locally stationary signals with fast varying instantaneous frequency, and can provide very sharp time-scale representations. While the current paper was focused on wavelet transform, the JEFAS-S model can handle arbitrary subband decompositions (such as the NSDGT [16] ). Such extensions will be discussed in a forthcoming publication, together with additional numerical results and complete proofs. JEFAS-S can also be extended to more general transformations, for example involving amplitude modulations or filtering posterior to time warping. This is an ongoing work.
